
CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS APPLICATION FORM 
 Incomplete applications will not be processed for Commission review.   

Please print legibly. 
 
 

1. HISTORIC NAME OF PROPERTY OR HISTORIC DISTRICT:  (if known)  
_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
ADDRESS OF PROPERTY:  _________________________________________________________ 
 

 
2. NAME AND ADDRESS OF OWNER: 
 

Name(s): _________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Address: _________________________________________________________________________ 
 
City:  ______________________________   State: ________________   ZIP: _________ 
 
Email:  ___________________________________ 
 
Telephone number (area code & number)  Daytime:                   Evening:
 ___________________________________ 

 
3. APPLICANT, AGENT OR CONTRACTOR:  (if different from owner) 
 

Name(s): _____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Address: _____________________________________________________________________ 
 
City: ____________________________    State: ________________  ZIP Code: _____________ 
 
Email:  ___________________________________ 
 
Telephone number (area code & number)  Daytime:    Evening:      _____________ 
 

 
4. ATTACHMENTS:  (Because projects can vary in size and scope, please call the HPC Office

at 414-286-5712 for submittal requirements)
 

A. REQUIRED FOR MAJOR PROJECTS: 
 
____ Photographs of affected areas & all sides of the building (annotated photos recommended) 
 
____ Sketches and Elevation Drawings (1 full size and 1 reduced to 11” x 17” or 8 ½” x 11”) 
             A digital copy of the photos and drawings is also requested.
 
____ Material and Design Specifications (see next page) 
 
B. NEW CONSTRUCTION ALSO REQUIRES: 
 
____ Floor Plans (1 full size and 1 reduced to a maximum of 11” x 17”) 
 
____ Site Plan showing location of project and adjoining structures and fences 
___
___
 PLEASE NOTE: YOUR APPLICATION CANNOT BE PROCESSED UNLESS 

BOTH PAGES OF THIS FORM ARE PROPERLY COMPLETED
                                           AND SIGNED. 
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5. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT:

A.         Tell us what you want to do. Describe all proposed work including materials, design, 
and dimensions. Additional pages may be attached via email.

_____________________________________________________________ 

6. SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT:

______________________________________
Signature

_________________________________ ____________________________ 
Please print or type name Date 

Hand Deliver or Mail Form to:
Historic Preservation Commission    
City Clerk's Office
200 E. Wells St. Room B-4 
Milwaukee, WI 53202 

PHONE: (414) 286-5712 or 286-5722 www.milwaukee.gov/hpc

6/22/12

Or click the SUBMIT button to automatically email this form for submission.
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This form and all supporting documentation MUST arrive by 4:00 pm (11:59 pm via email) on the deadline date established to be considered at the next Historic Preservation Commission Meeting. Any information not provided to staff in advance of the meeting will not be considered by the Commission during their deliberation. Please call if you have any questions and staff will assist you.
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	Reset Form: 
	histname: John B. Hoeger House in North Point North Historic District 
	propaddr: 2626 North Terrace Avenue
	ownname: David Robert Haas and Dana Onnolee Stevens
	ownaddr: 2626 North Terrace Avenue
	ownstate: Wi
	ownzip: 53211
	owndayphone: 908-917-0310
	ownevephone: 908-917-0310
	appname: 
	appaddr: 
	appcity: 
	appstate: 
	appzip: 
	appdayphone: 
	appevephone: 
	photos: Yes
	sketches: 
	mattterial: 
	floorplan: 
	siteplan: 
	owncity: Milwaukee
	ownemail: Dave-Haas@outlook.com
	appemail: 
	existdescr: We ask permission to remove a rear non-functional chimney.  The chimney is not visible from the front of the house.  It is only visible from the driveway of the house behind us. the chimney is in need of being torn down and either rebuilt or covered with an extension of the existing slate roof.  We believe the alternative of removing it and extending the slate roof as described below is the best option.The chimney was initially used for an incinerator, and is flush with the exterior of the house until it sticks up out of the second floor roof and extends upward about 12 to 15 feet to just under the height of the roof.  There is an iron bar support from the roof to the chimney about 1/3 to 1/2 of the way up the free standing portion of the chimney.  I have had three contractors  view the chimney, (STS Roofing, Holton Bros, and Renaissance Historic Exteriors.  All of them independently gave the assessment that the chimney needs repair due to missing mortar at several locations and different heights.  They have all indicated that the chimney would have to come completely down, and then either the slate roof could be extended so that there would be no appearance of a missing chimney, or the chimney could be re-built.   The estimate to repair/rebuild the chimney from Holton brothers indicates removal to the roof is necessary before rebuild because of extensive damage above the roof line.  The quote from the roofer, STS roofing indicates that their in inspection the last time they were on the roof showed substantial gaps in the mortar and that they believe the chimney needs to be removed in the near term.  Similar views were expressed to me in emails from Renaissance Historic Ecteriors.If the approach of removing the chimney is accepted, additional roofing work to be done at the same time to include replacing two copper gutters that are leaking and bent with new copper gutters.The work and cost to tear down Chimney, cover with an extension of the slate roof and replacement of the gutters gutters above the porch and left side of third floor roof is described next.  Following that we list the reasons why we believe this would be the best solution for the chimney.Chimney removal w roof extension: Materials and construction technique will be identical to the existing      roof.  Cost $18,780 attached quote.    1.  Remove Chimney from rear of house above the roof.      2. Build a small roof extension following the existing roof line to were the saddle is in the back of the                 existing chimney.     3. Cover with ice & water shield, underlayment and matching slate.Gutter Replacement: Costs $5500 porch gutter and $6250 3rd floor northwest gutter. attached quote.    1.  Custom Make all copper work (gutter slightly larger than existing)    2.  Replace Old gutters to match existing with double bead    3.  Apply New heavy duty handers with copper buss bar    4.  remove/replace slate where new hangers will be applied    5.  Replace 4" downspouts if needed.    6. All seams soldered to specification.  Pros of this approach: While the existing chimney is almost 100 years old, there is no guarantee that a rebuilt chimney, extending 12 to 15 feet above the second story roof would last that long with unknown changes to the climate likely to occur in the future.  The chimney is non-functional and would damage a portion of the original slate roof if it were to collapse.  We are believe that this creates a structural and long-term sustainability concern.  It seems not to make sense to us to risk that by replacing something that is not functional and only visible from one slim opening between the houses behind us.  Restoring th chimney requires removing it down to the roof and then rebuilding it and costs about $12,000 to $15,00 more than this approach  (assuming interior chimney wood work does not need repair).  There are plenty of other repairs that we feel this money would be better used for, starting with replacing some of the 100 year old too small copper gutters in two locations.Additional mitigating factors: The current chimney is not visible from front of house.  It is only visible through from the rear through the driveway of the house behind us and then only a sliver of our house, containing this chimney is visible. The chimney is interior to the footprint of the house below the second story and so it will not leave the impression that something is missing, but will look like a natural part of the house.  It appears as the side wall of the second story balcony and in-line with the 1st story exterior.Total Project Cost                $30,530Attachments:   STS estimates for chimney tear-down, roof extension and gutter repair.  Estimate from Holton Brother for tear down and repair (does not include full cost as work to remove and replace roof tiles for scalfold attachment won't be known until Holton Bros, the scafold sub contractor and the roofer meet to plan). year old estimate for both aproaches from Renaissance Historic Exteriors.  Photos of house and Chimney.Link to pictures on onedrive  https://1drv.ms/f/s!AqRMR0D9xV1knAB1qCw7OC7WPJBy?e=GWHPWWLink to pictures on google drive has one additional rear view:  https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1ue6q0003mfUiD79mLd3IPE4btzI69oTB?usp=sharing
	typename: David R. Haas & Dana O. Stevens
	date: 10/28/2023
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